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Abstract
The current era is observing the need of communication among different smart devices in the collaboration of Internet of Things (IoT). Smart device integration along with the load distribution is capable in controlling energy resources with the cost benefits. So, in this paper an efficient framework for the automatic and dynamic load distribution in IoT with smart grids mechanism has been presented. Our efficient dynamic load balancing framework has three phases. First shows the pre-processing, second phase shows the IoT distribution and communication procedure. Final phase is the object interconnection phase with grids. For the evaluation of our framework scaling mechanism has been adopted for testing of load clusters. The results indicate that it is capable in energy resource saving as it found to be uniform.
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1. Introduction
In today’s world data sharing and communication is very important, especially with the smart devices and grids. Internet of Things (IoT) provides a communication network [1]. The device connection and interconnection depend on the object availability and the connection enhancements applicability [2]. It also provides interconnection between different devices for data sharing through the web environment. The role of IoT is mainly important in the area where the data and resource distribution and communication between sensor, smart devices and smart grids [3–5]. The coverage area is also very wide in case of IoT devices which includes healthcare industry, visualization area, smart monitoring system etc. [5]. The devices used in the IoT are generally supports the heterogeneity with other smart devices. So, data sensitivity is also a crucial aspect in these devices. Data sensitivity can be handled in the way suggested in [6]. For the message transmission and control, there are several protocols which can be used and different objects in terms of communication devices have been used. The research applicability can be extended with data mining, Big Data and cloud computing techniques, etc. [7, 8].

If we think about the smart grid mechanism in IoT then in general it is a part of the complete IoT framework. It has been used for the remote monitoring and management [9]. It is helpful in different areas including the congestion control in traffic and for warning systems [9]. In [10] authors have suggested the smart grids have been in demand due to the traditional grid’s drawbacks like energy demand, wastage and security issues. These are the factors which arise the need of smart grid framework. The major aspects covered in the case of smart grids are the network for the data communication [11]. It provides the integration of the data analysis, covering and acquiring the transmission lines and distribution substations [11]. It also provides the full integration of the power grid. The main work is the data collection and analysis [11]. The components used are in the area suggested and discussed above covers the need of the current scenario also. It also shows that the devices have been increased with the connected devices in terms of positive relationship [12]. It also reveals the increasing impact of smart devices and grids in the IoT framework [13].

The main objectives concentrating the limitations are as follows:
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1. To study and analyses the dynamic load distribution scenario in the current IOT based smart grid system.
2. To propose an efficient framework for automatic and dynamic load distribution in IOT based smart grids.
3. To evaluate the applicability of the above framework and their implementation aspects. These aspects will be helpful in the creation of the future framework and development.

2. Related work
In 2018, Barros et al. [14] have been used fog computing for the logical distance reduction. It has been calculated between the central distribution and consumption spot. It is more effective. They have also focused on the power flow information. They have evaluated the performance of the Newton-Raphson and Gauss-Seidel algorithms. The main objective is to develop calculations. It has been developed for the load flow problem. It has been done with the help of fog. Their results show the possibility of making the smart grid based on fog computing, which is capable of reacting the environment.

In 2018, Fan and Ansari [15] discussed about the edge computing. It has the capability of data’s ability based on IoT devices. They have proposed traffic load balancing scheme. It is capable in minimizing the wireless latency in case of IoT users. They have divided the problem into two sub problems. Based on that they have designed two algorithms. Their results support their approach.

In 2018, Wang et al. [16] discussed about machine-type communication (MTC). It has been discussed in terms of 5G network. They have proposed an energy-efficient clustering routing algorithm. They have proposed uneven cluster formation scheme. It has been done for the load balancing and energy efficiency. It has been considered for the non-uniform traffic distribution. They have proposed a distributed cluster head (CH) rotation mechanism. It has the capability of energy consumption balancing within each cluster. Their result shows that it is efficient in terms of network lifetime, throughput and energy efficiency.

In 2019, Muhammad et al. [19] discussed about machine to machine communication mechanism in terms of IoT system. They have also focused on security mechanism. They have presented the implementation, development framework of secure message queuing telemetry transport (MQTT). They have also suggested and discussed the security for the different IoT applications. For testing the approach, they have examined and considered the smart home real world application.

In 2019, Munsadwala et al. [20] discussed the air pollution in terms of tracking and detection approach. They have also discussed the exponential growth and causes. They have discussed in terms of sensor with a GPS system in terms of IoT. They have used MQTT protocol, which has been helpful in the data acquisition unit. They have also provided the dashboard for the stored data visualization. They have also provided the email notifications, activity log, geographic location verification and device authentication functionalities. They have suggested that based on this the authorized user has the capability of control from the remote location.

In 2019, Poulter et al. [21] have been presented their view on the secure remote update protocol. It has been applied to the secure message’s transmission formation. They have discussed the creation of Python wrapper for SRUP. According to the authors this feature has the capability of the need of writing less code. It also shows minimal efforts requirement.

In 2019, Alhazmi and Aloufi [22] discussed and explored the IoT architecture, applications and needs. They have suggested the adoption of traditional data center or cloud computing based data center for the IoT. They have suggested that the main limitation through the cloud computing based data center is it is very far. So, they have suggested fog based IoT. They have suggested that it can be helpful in faster analysis, so it is better for the time-sensitive applications. They have suggested that it will be helpful in the adoptability of in different security aspects. It can be based on the resources available along with the evaluation mechanism. The efficiency proved to be increasing through their approach.
and adoptability with the different performance constraints. They have discussed the respective challenges along with the performance analysis. Their proposed security scheme relies on MQTT protocol. They have discussed in terms of sensor with a GPS system in terms of IoT. They have used MQTT protocol which has been helpful in the data acquisition unit.

A lot of research has been conducted in various applications of IoT, but electric grids are comparatively underexplored. As studied in the literature survey, most of the research conducted in this area is limited to the implementation of smart electricity meters in smart homes. The conventional electricity grids and smart grids under the lens simply rely on manual management of electricity supply. Not much work has been done with the focus on the dynamic load distribution of electricity. The literature survey conducted suggests that there is a scope in developing a dynamic load distribution system of electricity which can automatically manage the electric supply. Therefore, in this research a novel approach will be developed for automatic and dynamic load distribution in smart grids.

3. Methods and framework

Our efficient dynamic load balancing framework has been divided in three phases. Figure 1 shows the IoT pre-processing mechanism. In this complete communication along with the access mechanism has been applied. It includes aggregation, load sharing and computation. It includes a data access mechanism with the similar pairs of data activity for the data sharing. It provides the data aggregation, pre-processing and computation process. Figure 2 shows the IoT distribution and communication procedure. It shows the process of connection, segmentation and load balancing. Figure 3 shows the IoT connection procedure in the final phase.

In the first phase data mining approaches like clustering and association rule mining can be helpful for the distribution and arrangement. In the second phase object detection mechanism with classification approaches have been applied and validated. In the third or the final phase optimization along with the misclassification result handling approaches may be useful and applicable for the finding of the calculative and computational efficiency. It will be extended with the attribute property validation and object connection removal.

**Figure 1** IoT load sharing procedure (Phase-I)
The following steps can be the part of our proposed framework and the study.

Step 1: In this an extensive study of the dynamic load distribution approach of energy in smart grid will be conducted and it will lead to the improvements in the smart grid systems. Various existing approaches that can be used on IOT in the field of smart grid management, which can improve efficiency will be studied thoroughly.

Step 2: As the Smart grid comprises of different hardware’s at end nodes, therefore there might be some compatibility issues. So, in this phase thorough
study of different hardware is done and the optimum one according to our requirements is chosen. The Hardware includes different sensors, plugs, end devices etc.

Step 3: A novel approach is developed which can learn from historical and cloud database and then manage the smart grid effectively and efficiently.

Step 4: The approach developed will be Deployed/ Simulated. It can be done either using available hardware or on different simulators.

Step 5: The results of the proposed work will be analyzed on different parameters like Energy Conserved, Cost, Loss in transmission, Peak to Average Ratio (PAR), System Robustness etc.

Step 6: The performance of the novel approach shall be compared with the existing approaches. The comparison will provide the pros and cons of the proposed approach.

4. Results and discussion

Smart grids are the integral part of smart cities. The prevalent methods of load distribution are static in nature and lead to wastage of resources. The proposed work aims at providing a solution to this by implementing automatic and dynamic load distribution, which in turn will result in effective use of resources by reducing the energy wastage and cost cutting. Implementation of the proposed approach will result in a more robust and efficient electricity distribution system, which in turn leads to reduction of carbon footprint. For the initial testing, scaling has been performed. First, scaling has been performed for the considered cluster 1 load balancing and the second is considered for cluster 2 load balancing.

**Figure 4** shows the load balancing for the one cluster.

**Figure 5** shows the load balancing for the two clusters. It clearly shows the uniformity.
5. Conclusions
This paper is divided mainly into three parts. First part explores the objectives along with the study, which focuses on the gaps identified. Second part explored the framework with their phases and the implementation strategy. The capable methods have been discussed for each phase with the strategy for the consideration of the approaches and their applicability. In the final phase the framework applicability has been tested with the scale and their adoptability is considered for the future work.
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